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Our Times - Prophecy in current events 

Bible Prophecy, Radical Islam, Russia, and Recent Middle East Unrest 

Reports have come in that the recent attacks and violent unrest in 
Benghazi, Libya resulting in the murder of Ambassador Christopher 
Stevens and three of his staff were preplanned.  Further, the U.S. 
was warned fully three days before that these attacks were coming.  
The Blaze states that Libya’s interim President Mohammed el-
Megarif said his government obtained information that suggests the 
attack on the American consulate was coordinated by a radical 
Islamist group with ties to Al-Qaida.  Yet the Obama administration, 
including U.S. Ambassador to the U.N., Susan Rice, continued, for 
the first week, to claim that the "killings were the result of 
spontaneous protests that erupted after an anti-Muslim video was 
posted on YouTube." (The Blaze, September 17, 2012).     

As of today, as I write this edition of Prophecy in Perspective, there are growing numbers of Islamic countries 
whose leaders have managed to foment protests against Israel and the United States.  With the use of millions 
of cell phones, and being the Moslem day of worship and millions attending Mosques, they are getting their 
marching orders to break out into the streets.  This growing unrest does not come out of nowhere.  These 
movements are being planned and implemented by the intelligent and demonically directed machinations of a 
great God-rejecting power operating behind the scenes and well away from the news cameras.  This power is 
none other than Marxist and Putin-led Russia. 

I believe the Obama administration, and the President himself, 
have taken a simplistic and shallow view of these events. Students 
of Bible prophecy have a great deal of information from the Word 
of God to help put these events in the perspective of predicted 
latter day dealings and the return of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

In praying about these recent tragic events in the Mid-East, it 
seemed rather far-fetched to view these sudden occurrences as 
spontaneous.  Rather, these mass gatherings, all over the Muslim 
world along with the attack of the consulate at Bengasi, Libya were 
highly organized and encouraged by another power beyond Al-
Qaeda.    Again, I believe we need to look beyond Al-Qaeda and 
even Islam as alone being the real source of the chaos in the 



countries surrounding Israel.  Marxist Russia is really Israel's and 
Christianity's, and thus America's, greatest enemy.   

I came to realize that that these up-risings must be organized and 
executed, to a great extent through, Marxist Russia.   I believe that the 
Russian secret service, formally the KGB, now the FSB (Federalnaya 

Sluzhba Bezopasnosti, [Federal Security Service]) is encouraging these 
events.  In other words, as the Bible tells us, in the latter days, Russia 
will be, and I believe is now, Israel's greatest enemy and has been consistently and secretly allying with the 
Islamic nations to stir unrest through FSB trained Islamic agitators, to foment hatred toward Russia's two 
mortal enemies, Israel and the United States of America. 

In Ezekiel 38 we read of God's intention in the latter days to stir Russia to come down and attack Israel to 
destroy it and gain its wealth.  The Islamic nations will ally with Russia to do this.  The news media today is not 
informing us of the degree to which Russia has for years allied with Islamic forces and even trained Al-Qaeda 
leaders through the FSB to stir unrest and foment violence against Israel and the United States. Ezekiel 
predicts in part:   

And the word of the LORD came to me saying, “Son of man, set your face toward Gog of the land of 
Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech and Tubal, and prophesy against him and say, ‘Thus says the 
Lord GOD, “Behold, I am against you, O Gog, prince of Rosh (Russia), Meshech and Tubal (Moscow, 
Toblosk). “I will turn you about and put hooks into your jaws, and I will bring you out, and all your 
army, horses and horsemen, all of them splendidly attired, a great company with buckler and shield, 
all of them wielding swords; Persia (Russian supported Iran), Ethiopia (North Africa) and Put (Libya) 
with them, all of them with shield and helmet; Gomer (Eastern Europe) with all its troops; Beth-
togarmah (Turkey) from the remote parts of the north with all its troops—many peoples with you (all 
these are Islamic countries). 
 
“Be prepared, and prepare yourself, you and all your companies that are assembled about you, and 
be a guard for them. “After many days you will be summoned; in the latter years you will come into 
the land that is restored from the sword, whose inhabitants have been gathered from many nations 
to the mountains of Israel which had been a continual waste; but its people were brought out from 
the nations, and they are living securely, all of them. “You will go up, you will come like a storm; you 
will be like a cloud covering the land, you and all your troops, and many peoples with you.” (Ezekiel 
39:1-7, NASB) 

Some news sources are bringing out the little known truth of how Vladimir Putin, recently re-elected to a third 
term as Russia's President, and ex-KGB head, is overseeing an effort to undermine peace between Islam, 
Israel, and the United States.  These news reports show us how there is a rapid fulfillment of Ezekiel's 
predicted unfolding of latter day events as they relate to the close alliance between Russia and the oil-rich 
easily manipulated Islamic nations. 

This comes as no surprise as Marxist Russia has always been very adept at fomenting war, chaos, and unrest 
among nations.  One interview from Front Page Magazine, Wednesday, January 16, 2008, entitled, "The Putin-
Osama Connection," highlights the link between the Russian FSB and the Islamic terrorist organization, Al-
Qaeda.  This interview expands on revelations of a book called, Allegations, by former KGB agent, Alexander 
Litvinenko, who exposed the connection, and who was later assassinated by being poisoned.  Here is part of 
this interview: 

Let’s start our discussion with the FSB’s links to Al-Qaeda. 



Stroilov: Alexander revealed, in his articles and interviews included in the Allegations, that at least two notorious Al 

Qaeda terrorists are secret agents of the FSB – one of whom, Aiman al Zawahiri, is bin Laden’s second-in-command.  

As the former leader of the terrorist organization Egyptian Islamic Jihad, al Zawahiri was on international lists of most 

wanted terrorists for many years. In 1997, he suddenly re-surfaced in Russia, where he undertook a special training 

course at a secret FSB base in Dagestan. After that, he was sent to Afghanistan, and joined Al Qaeda as bin Laden’s 

number two.  Meanwhile, the FSB officers who had supervised him in Dagestan were promoted and re-assigned to 

Moscow. It was from them that Alexander learned about al Zawahiri.  

These and other facts of FSB involvement in international terrorism, revealed by Alexander, have tremendous 

implications. Contrary to the view of many in the US, Russia is anything but a reliable ally of yours in the ‘war on 

terror.’  The Kremlin is playing a treacherous double game: while enjoying the West’s support as ally, it secretly 

supports and manipulates the Al Qaeda through FSB agents of influence.  

As Alexander writes:  “It is possible to destroy the whole international terrorism tomorrow, along with Russian Mafia. 

All you need to do is disband the Russian special services.” 

---Alexander wrote, the ‘Kremlin is the centre of world terrorism’, taking over the Kremlin would mean capturing the 

enemy headquarters. You would know everything:  names, chains of commands, communication channels, supply 

channels, hiding places, etc, etc.  On the other hand, imagine what would happen if the truth about Moscow’s hand in 

organizations like Al Qaeda is made public.  It is hardly a very fresh idea that ‘winning hearts and minds’ of the 

Muslims is the key to victory in the whole ‘war on terror’.  To put it mildly, I strongly doubt that revelations about Al 

Qaeda leaders’ intimate relations with Moscow would boost their popularity.  Rather than being ‘lions of Allah’, as 

they call each other, they would be exposed as moles of Putin.  After that, suicide bombers would probably think twice 

before obeying their orders.  But thinking twice is no good in suicide bombers’ profession.  

Here are additional quotes that should make us think deeply about how much the events in the Middle-East 
are a distraction as to the real enemy behind the growing chaos and hatred toward Israel and America,  
Marxist Russia: 

Was Russia Behind 9/11? 

If you are serious about the global war, let us try and think strategically. The most important strategic target in that war 

is the Kremlin. That is not only the best way to start winning it, but, as far as I can see, the only way. Paraphrasing 

Alexander Litvinenko, "it is impossible to destroy the international terrorism even in a century unless you disband the 

Russian secret services first."  - Pavel Stroilov, a Russian exile in London and the editor and translator of 
Alexander Litvinenko’s book, Allegations, The Putin-Osama Connection, FrontPage Magazine, 1/16/08. 

September 11, 2001 was directly rooted in a joint Soviet/Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) operation conceived 

in the aftermath of the 1967 Six-Day Arab-Israeli War.  The object of this joint operation was to repair Moscow's 

prestige by turning the Islamic world against Israel and by creating a rabid and violent hatred for its main supporter, the 

United States.  The strategy was to portray the US, this land of freedom, as a Nazi-style "imperial-Zionist country" 

financed by Jewish money and run by a rapacious "Council of the Elders of Zion" (the Kremlin's epithet for the US 

Congress), the aim of which was allegedly to transform the rest of the world into a Jewish fiefdom.  In other words, the 

heart of the joint plan was to convert the historical Arab and Islamic hatred of the Jews into a new hatred of the United 

States.  We threw many millions of dollars at this gigantic task, which involved whole armies of intelligence officers.   

-Ion Mihai Pacepa, former acting chief of Communist Romania’s espionage service, "From Russia With 
Terror," FrontPage Magazine, 3/1/04. 

Mohammed Atta, the pilot of the first plane to crash into the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, had met with 

a senior Iraqi intelligence agent in Prague, Czech Republic, five months before the attack.  But Iraqi intelligence was 

just a client of Russia's intelligence service.  It brings a new understanding to the fact that President Putin was the first 

foreign President to call President Bush on 9/11.  One may conjecture that he knew in advance what was to happen.- 
Konstanin Preobrazhensky, former Lt. Colonel in the KGB who defected to the United States in 1993, 
"Russia  and Islam are not Separate: Why Russia backs Al-Qaeda." 

 



Is America involved in Ezekiel's prophecy? 

I believe so!  Ezekiel 38:14 refers to "the merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof," (Ezekiel 
38:13, KJV)  who will take a passive and highly diplomatic stance toward these events.  Many Bible Scholars 
believe that Tarshish, (land of tin), is Great Britain.  The ancients would go to Great Britain, to get tin which 
was instrumental in the production of bronze.  The "young lions thereof" may refer to Britain's important 
colonies, among whom would be the United States.  It is interesting that the Obama  administration is 
essentially passive toward the unrest in the Middle-East and seems relatively unconcerned with the threats of 
the likes of Iran against Israel.  We should understand that the common theme between these entities is 
Marxist/Socialist ideology.  President Obama, and Putin-led Russia, as well as the deep political ideology of 
Islamic radicals is basically a Marxist/Socialist ideology.  

 Today, America is in a growing battle against Atheistic Marxism. This can be observed in the response of the 
job market and the economy with its huge debt.  This is symptomatic of an innate struggle of a capitalist, free-
market economy,  against the President's effort to redistribute wealth through strong governmental authority 
which he is now busy organizing and implementing.  Ultimately, Russia will make a move to destroy Israel. 
Russia is preparing for this attack through manipulating the Islamic nations by creating chaos and un-rest.   
Marxist/leftists in America are busy working from the inside in America to over throw marriage, the family, 
reducing population growth through abortion, working through various political and social movements to cut 
back America's military, spiritual, and financial strength.  These preparations are happening now right under 
our noses.  Iran's development of nuclear weapons to be used against Israel is the result of the consistent 
technological help of Russia.   

We need to discern the times we are living in to prepare for the coming 
of the Lord Jesus Christ.  I believe the rapture is near.  Nations, like Iran 
will not make a move without the Kremlin's ok.  Our President's 
appealing  to  Russia's outgoing Russian leader, Dmitry Medvedev, to 
convey to Putin that he will have more "flexibility" after he is re-elected 
tells us that American's leftist leadership has close ties ideologically 
with Russia, and this shows that the prophetic scenario is unfolding 
exactly as predicted. 

It is therefore vital that Christians spend great amounts of time reading and studying the Word of God along 
with Bible prophecy.  We should stay in fervent prayer and watch and be aware of the unfolding of world 
events as they are clearly signaling that we are living in the last days.  So, "Take heed that no man deceive 
you" (Matthew 24:4).  We have in God's Word, "a more sure word of prophecy" (2 Peter 2:19).  So, in these 
days, rejoice, witness for the Lord, and as you see the world situation growing darker and more chaotic, then 
do as the Lord encouraged us:   

"Now when these things begin to happen, look up and lift up your heads, because 

your redemption draws near.” (Luke 21:28) 
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